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The general public considers that the role of the prison is to
punish. Punishment of offenders is the function of the courts. The
prison has to implement the punishment imposed by the court
by depriving the offender of his liberty. It has another function-the
much more difficult one of treating the offender so that he will
lead a 'good and useful life' on release.
This book is an attempt to compare methods of treating long-term
offenders in several different countries and to show that harsh,
punitive treatment, far from assisting rehabilitation, is counter-productive and neither eliminates nor contains violence within the
prison.
Despair and frustration at the beginning of a long sentence,
particularly among the immature, can lead to violence. Good psychiatric care is essential to help long-term prisoners to settle down.
In some countries prisoners have demonstrated remarkable
maturity, developing artistic and intellectual ability hitherto unnoticed, when given the responsibility of decision-making within the
prison.
The greatest problem must be that of maintaining human relationships and family contacts, essential to the rehabilitative process.
The author hopes the examples here described as practised in
those countries with an enlightened prison system will encourage
others to follow their example.
She acknowledges with deep gratitude the help given by Ministers
in many countries, and their officials, including the Home Office
and the Scottish Office, who arranged many prison visits, and
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the help given by prison staff and prisoners who talked freely
about their problems and aspirations. Thanks are due to the Library
staff at the British House of Commons and at the United States
Embassy Library in London for the collection of much background
reading material.

Introduction

A confidential memo to an American foundation supporting a
grant for the study of the U.S. prison system· said 'most of the
recent attention to the criminal law process has been in the nature
of a pre-occupation with stopping crime and catching convicted
criminals. Once a criminal is caught and tried and incarcerated,
interest wanes ... The general public seems to care little about
prisons and prisoners, wrongly assuming that the issues they raise
concern only questions of punishment or deterrence.'
That is true in Britain today. Proposals for prison reform, for
a more humane prison system and for the rehabilitation of criminals
meet with apathy or outright opposition. There are no votes to
be won in campaigning for a better prison system and therefore
no political party says much about it in its election manifesto.
Yet the evidence of the failure of the present system is clear from
the high rate of recidivism almost all over the world, the poor
results of such rehabilitation as exists and the pressure for more
research and experiment from those working within the prison
system.
Those who demand punishment as well as imprisonment oppose
all efforts to humanise the system by saying 'If we make our
prisons like four-star hotels, they'll never be empty!' They never
are! If only the penal system had been able to deter, the crime
rate everywhere would be negligible. Sadly, we know that well
over half the convicted criminals continue with crime after their
release, returning to prison again and again, and the crime rate
continues to rise. Clearly the removal of a prisoner's freedom and
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his civil rights does not deter. Restrictions on writing and receiving
letters, and on visits, weigh particularly heavily on all prisoners.
Gross overcrowding, lack of proper washing and sanitary facilities
and of privacy, after the initial shock of the conditions, have a
brutalising rather than a rehabilitative effect, especially on longterm prisoners. Most British prisons (like many hospitals) were
built during Queen Victoria's reign, yet the capital resources to
improve or rebuild them are pitiably inadequate.
Public opinion is not interested and so little is done to relieve
the appalling conditions inside many British prisons. We still condemn 12 per cent of male prisoners to live three to a cell originally
built for one; we still condemn the majority of male prisoners
to the indignity and stench of the morning slopping-out because
it would cost too much .to provide proper lavatories; we still regard
one bath a week as adequate; cleanliness is not next to godliness
in prison-and in the majority of our old prisons we still regard
it as a good return for a prison officer's pay that he spends a
large part of his working day locking and unlocking doors instead
of teaching, advising, discussing personal problems or carrying out
any other rehabilitative process.
The serious overcrowding could be relieved by the removal of
drug addicts (but not pushers), alcoholics, prostitutes and some
male sex offenders from prison altogether. Certainly drug addicts,
alcoholics and some sex offenders require psychiatry and treatment
instead of imprisonment. Little or no treatment is given to these
offenders in prison because of the shortage of psychiatrists and
others qualified to give it. Because of the inadequacies of the
National Health Service and of community care, and because of
public attitudes, hospitals are unable or unwilling to treat such
cases and so many return to prison over and over again, serving
their sentence and committing similar offences as soon as they
are released.
The prison system, therefore, has become the repository of the
failures of our social system~f education, housing, religion, mental
care, all of which fail to treat or help the thousands of inadequate
personalities in our midst.
These men and women become assimilated within the prison
system-' prisonised 'l-absorbing the language, customs, habits and
culture of prison. Prisoners serving their first sentence inevitably
slip into the pattern after a while; if it is a short sentence, they
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may suffer little damage, serving their time, getting a job and
putting that period of their lives behind them. Others may return
more sophisticated, more experienced members of the prison culture,
knowing the dodges, hating the prison staff, behaving in an abnormal way sexually, with their criminality and anti-social behaviour
increased.
All prisoners suffer the loss of liberty; they are confined to
a small area within the prison; they are isolated from their families,
from normal sexual relationships and from loving contact with
wives, children and girlfriends. They miss their familiar surroundings and their personal possessions; their sense of deprivation is
acute even though they are adequately clothed and fed. They
can no longer make decisions and they must abide by rules and
regulations made by others-as they did when they were children.
Weaker prisoners see themselves at the mercy of the bullies, the
perverts and the violent. Many live in constant fear of attack
in prison.
The problem of long-term prisoners is a serious one. How can
these prisoners be managed? How do other countries deal with
similar problems and similar offenders? What lessons can we learn
from them?
This book will attempt to examine the achievements of advanced
and less advanced countries and the changes introduced by them.
We may have something to learn, perhaps, from sources that may
surprise us!

I know not whether Laws be right,
Or whether Laws be wrong;
All that we know who be in gaol
Is that the wall is strong;
And that each day is like a year,
A year whose days are long.
The vilest deeds like poison-weeds
Bloom well in prison air;
It is only what is good in Man
That wastes and withers there:
Pale anguish keeps the heavy gate
And the Warder is Despair.
Oscar Wilde
'Ballad of Reading Gaol'

